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Abstract: This article proposes a translation of the Kyümokuryö, or Law on
Stables and Pastures, which is included in the Yörö Era Code (718). It is the

oldest extant text to systematically address only bovine and equine species,

illustrating how the state protected, promoted, and enhanced their well-being.
The Law provides the knowledge required to manage stables and pastures, from
the allocation of tasks and duties of staff to feeding modalities (quantity, quality,
and times of foraging, consumption of grass, salt, etc.), from annual animal

marking and recording procedures to the treatment of illness, loss (and finding),
death, mating, and calving/foaling, as well as how private animals may be

exploited and the use of animals for military purposes. Historical commentaries

and dictionaries have been a valuable resource in preparing the translation, and

elements of animal welfare that are regarded as good practice even today are

highlighted.

Keywords: Kyümokuryö, ancient Japan, horses and bovines, animal welfare,
Nara period

Introduction

Ritsuryö state ideology and animal welfare in ancient Japan

In eighth-century ritsuryö Japan, the state protected, promoted, and enhanced

equine and bovine well-being by means of the Kyümokuryö,1 or Law on Stables

1 For the title IPËïSt^n, I follow RR's reading Kyümokuryö. This reading, which includes the

kan'on pronunciation for IS and the go'on for ft, is based on an interlinear gloss in
katakana to the two characters JRfe recorded in the index of the Momijiyama Collection

Manuscript. See RR; 735.
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and Pastures, here translated for the first time into English.2 It imposed precise
rules on breeding and treating illness and disease, and the procedure to follow
when livestock belonging to the two species die.

The Kyümokuryö is Section 23 of the Yörö ritsuryö (Yörö Era Code), the large

corpus of administrative and penal laws of the Nara period (710-784),
completed in 718 as a revision of some previous codes, especially the Taihö ritsuryö
(Taihö Era Code) of 701-702. The Yörö Era Code was compiled under the
direction of Minister Fujiwara no Fuhito (659-720), but it only entered into
force in 757 under the reign of Koken (718-770, r. 749-758, 764-770) and her
minister Fujiwara no Nakamaro (706-764). The ritsu ("penal code") sections

have largely been lost, but they have been reconstructed thanks to supplementary

legislation. The ryö ("administrative code") sections have been
reconstructed thanks to two main later commentaries including consistent
quotations from the original, namely the Ryö no gige (Commentary on the

Administrative Laws, 833, from now on: RGG) and the Ryö no shüge (Collected
Commentaries on Administrative Laws, 859-877, from now on: RSG). There were

some historical precursors of the Kyümokuryö in the form of a number of
regulations set out in the Taika edicts (646), and it also served as the main

point of reference for subsequent legislation, in particular for those regulations
later collected in the Engishiki (Regulations of the Engi Era, 927, from now on:
ES) and the Ruiju sandaikyaku (Supplementary Laws of the Three Eras.

Categorized, 11th C., from now on: RSDK), and some edicts recorded in the

Shoku Nihongi (Annals of Japan. Continued, 797, from now on: SNG).

Overall, the Code establishes two different sets of regulations for the two

species. Article 25 in the Shiki'inryö (Law on Officials) establishes the Hyömeshi

(Office for Military Horses), that depended on the Hyöbushö (Ministry for

Military Affairs). It envisages one director, one secretary (third level officer),

one senior clerk, and one junior clerk (fourth level officers), six servants, and

one watchman.3 This Office was responsible for state horses (war horses),

bovines, and managing provincial pastures (but not breeding animals in
pastures), as well as private animals, and post stations. Article 63 establishes the

Meryö (Bureau for Horses), divided into Sameryö and Umeryö, the Left and Right
Divisions of the Bureau for Horses respectively, the bureau being directly
dependent on the Daijökan (Council of State). Each of the two divisions was

run by one director, whose duties ranged from training and breeding, harnessing,

feeding (forage, grass, cereals), to the registration of the animals of each

member of the Umakaibe, the horse breeders corporation. Each director was

2 For a translation into German, see Dettmer 2010: 423-436.

3 RR: 172; Dettmer 2009: 235-236; Sansom 1932: 89.
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helped by one assistant director, one senior secretary, one junior secretary, one

senior clerk, one junior clerk, two vets, sixty grooms, twenty servants, two

watchmen, and a number of stableboys.4

Nevertheless, both the Meryö and the Hyömeshi underwent a period of
evolution during the eighth and the ninth centuries, the first of which was the

establishment of the Naikyüryö (Bureau for Internal Stables) in 765.s This was
considered to be the bureau for the horses of the monarch and the dynastic

family, and, as such, it was regarded as a necessity, as was the centralization of
military affairs after the Fujiwara no Nakamaro Rebellion. From 779 to 808 both
bureaus were called Shümeryö (Bureau for Horses), but the Naikyüryö,
Shümeryö, and Hyömeshi were abolished in 808, and a new (Sau)meryö6 was
set up.7

Of all the specific legislation on bovines, the only one to be cited in the Code

is the Nyüko (or Chichiko: literally, the Household for Milk), regulating the

breeding and milking of milk cows. It was established under article 44 of the

Shiki'inryö on the Ten'yakuryö (Bureau for Medicine).8 In fact, as in all non-
nomadic East Asia, milk was produced for therapeutic purposes rather than as

ordinary food and it was also used for other dairy therapeutic products, such as

so H (or He), and raku jf§. The ES includes the recipe for producing so,9 which
consists of milk boiled down to one tenth of its volume, so that it becomes a

product very similar to Mongol ulm and Chinese su.10 There are several

references in Ishinpö (Essence of Medicine, 984), the earliest extant Japanese medical

compilation, relating to the consumption of these products, in addition to some
information in mokkan and officials' personal diaries.11 Moreover, a Council of
State decree issued in 826 established the figure of the Nyü no chöjö (Head of
Milk), in charge of dairy production.12 Lastly, a decree by the Council of State

issued in 884 attests the Nyügyüin (Palace for Milk Cows),13 a special office in

4 RR; 188; Dettmer 2009; 299-302; Sansom 1932: 99.

5 SNG Vol. 4: 70-71.
6 RSDK: 157-158.

7 On the evolution of these offices see Satö 1997: 130-142, and Satö 2016: 5-30, 215-238.

8 RR: 180-181; Dettmer 2009: 268-273; Sansom 1932: 94.

9 The same recipe is also included in Kuchizusami (Fun by Mouth, 970), a primer intended for
memorization compiled by Minamoto no Tamenori (7-1011), in the section "Provinces". See KZ:

73-76.
10 See Kamo 1973: 630-634.
11 Satö 2016: 181-211.

12 RSDK: 162.

13 RSDK: 579.
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charge of seven milk cows and seven calves from the Miwara pasture in the

province of Settsu.14

The contents of Kyümokuryö

As suggested by the title, the Law consists of twenty-eight articles regulating
stables and pastures. First of all, from the Law and its commentaries, a difference

can be seen between raising animals in stables and in the field. Stables ft
(Ch. jiu, Sino-Jp. ku or kyü) are called (m)umaya15 in the vernacular and are
defined in both the RSG and the Wamyöruijushö (Classified Notes on Japanese

Nouns, 933, from now on WMS) as "dwellings for bovines and horses", even if
older sources define them only as "horse stables".16 Pastures ft (Ch. mu, Sino-

Jp. moku or boku) are known as maki in the vernacular and are defined as

"fenced fields for animals in captivity" in the RSG.17 Later, in the Engishiki,

raising animals inside the stable is referred to as tsunagigai JlfisJ ("on the

tether"), and keeping livestock in pasture is called kunigai Hfl| ("in
provinces").18

However, the Kyümokuryö not only regulates stables and pastures but is
the main body of law establishing the system of post stations {eki IR), one of
the pivotal elements in the centralization of the state.19 Even if some mention
of post stations occurs in early chronicles, systematic organization is first
found in an edict issued in the second year of the Taika era (646) during the

reign of Kötoku (597-654, r. 645-654). It introduces the use of the "station
bell" (ekirei !R#n) for the provision of horses.20 The Law regulates the

14 See also Satö 2016: 181-211.

15 The vernacular pronunciation of "horse" was uma during the Nara period and muma in the

Heian period.
16 RSG: 915; WMS: 116.

17 RSG: 915; WMS: 6. In WMS the vernacular equivalent is mumaki, probably consisting of
muma, "horse", and ki, meaning "enclosure", "fence" Mr).

18 In the ES, Book 48 contains a more detailed introduction and nomenclature for the pastures,
which are classified as "provincial pastures" (shokoku no maki fl'lBfe), "pastures under royal
control" (mimaki #Pft), and "pastures in the vicinity of the capital" (kinto no maki ürilift).
Book 28 of the ES also contains the list of pastures per province. Animals from the different

types of pastures may be put to different uses. See ES: 973-984, 708-709. On the evolution of
maki see also Yamaguchi 1986 and the recent Sato 2016: 5-60.
19 The first in-depth study of the post station system can be found in Sakamoto 1928, which has

been a reference work for decades. A more recent study is Tanaami 1995.

20 NS: 280-281.
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institution of post stations on state roads (ekiro iRS§), with one station every
thirty miles. These depend on the Hyômeshi but are run by the provinces in the

person of a chief selected from the members of the "post station households"

(yakko !KF). These chiefs are in charge of the station and the fields (ekiden ,|R

ffl) around the station, essential for the production of rice {ekitö ÜRfS) used as

food for guests and animals. The chief of the station is exempt from taxation
and is responsible for the station {ekika IRIjc) itself, including offices, rooms
and refreshments (rice, sake) for guests, as well as stables, water wells, a

storehouse, grooms, and equipment.
The Law sets out the essential requirements for the management of stables

and pastures, regulating the working staff, their appointment, and their tasks

and duties. Great emphasis is given to feeding (quantity, quality, and timing of
providing forage, grass, salt, etc.) and procedures for the annual marking and

registration of animals, the treatments of illness, loss (and finding), death,

breeding and calving/foaling, and the private and military use of animals.
Precise rules are also provided for the yearly ratios of newborns, dead heads,

and adults per herd.

The Law is more specific with regard to horses than to bovines, of which

only milk cows and calves are mentioned. Concerning horses at stations, the

main distinction is between yakume (or ekiba) iRH and denme (or denba) (5J§.
Yakume are post-station horses in the strict sense, also referred to as hayuma F
JS ("swift horses") in pre-ritsuryö sources and in poetry. An example of such

usage occurs in Traveller's Song 3439 from Book 14 of Man'yöshü (Collection for
Myriads of Eras, post 759):

Suzu ga ne no From the rock-walled well
hayuma umaya no in the station where swift horses are,
tsutsumii no ringing bells,
mizu o tamahena give me water.
imo ga tadate yo From your hands, my beloved.21

Even if the Law provides no information on the matter, the only officials who
could make use of the post station system were those on official missions and in
possession of the so-called "station bell", as the song describes. In addition, the

number of yakume changed depending on the type of road: twenty for big roads,

fourteen for medium, and five for small roads.22 Denme ("relais horses"), were
looked after by specific households called denko (5F. Each district had five

21 MYS: 483.

22 ES Book 28 contains a detailed list of all the post stations in the early Heian period. ES:

711-717.
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relais animals, all of which were state horses, located at the district headquarters.

Unlike post horses, relais horses were also used by officials on non-official
occasions, such as for the movements of provincial officials or the transfer of
prisoners, and they could also be used along roads other than the ekiro.

Chinese models and Japanese innovations

The main model for the Kyümokuryö is a similar law found in the Tang Codes:

section 25 of the Tang ling (Tang Period Code) is in fact the Jiumu ling (Law on
Stables and Pastures) and deals with animals. Actually, in previous codes, such

as the Sui Dynasty Kaihuang Era Code (promulgated in 581) and its revisions,
there is only one law embracing both stables and storehouses, subsequently
divided into two separate laws, such as, for example, the Tang Code of the Third
Year of the Kaiyuan Era (715). There are two main differences between the Tang
and the Japanese Law on Stables and Pastures.23 First of all, the Tang law is not
limited to horses and cattle as it also extends to camels, mules, donkeys, and

sheep, as shown in the first article. Bovines are covered in greater detail in the

law, as reflected by the more detailed sector-specific terminology pertaining to

(milk) cows, male bovines, and calves. Secondly, the Tang Codes do not mention
what appears to be a pivotal institution in ancient Japan: "relay horses".

There are two reasons for the Japanese restriction to horses and bovines.

Firstly, some animals such as camels and donkeys, despite being known in
ancient times, were not bred in Japan.24 Secondly, and more importantly,
because of their social functions, and more so than any other animal species,

horses and bovines had a special role in the ritsuryö state, due to their use in
court ceremonies, for official transportation, for military purposes, and, most of
all, as working animals. The centrality of equine and bovine species in old Japan

is also demonstrated in ancient lexicography, where "horses and bovines"

occupied a special section, totally distinct from the sections dedicated to other

animals, and, as in the case of WMS, they were often included in a macro-area

dealing with human activities.
The Law makes no mention of their role as working animals, but a 741 royal

edict of Shömu (701-756, r. 724-749) acknowledges the special importance of

equines and bovines: "[...] horses and bovines work and toil in the place of men

23 The text is found in Niida 1964 [1933]: 697-712. For a comparison between Japanese Law and

Tang Law see Ikeda 1997: 1379-1391.

24 Kamo 1973: 491, 683.
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and give them sustenance. Hence, it is prohibited, as already established in the

past, to kill and butcher such beasts".25 As stated in the edict, this is not the first
rule forbidding the lulling of beasts or the consumption of their meat: in 674, the

sovereign Tenmu (?—686, r. 673-686) had already ordered that "no one shall eat

the flesh of bovines, horses, dogs, monkeys, or chickens; this prohibition does

not extend to other kinds of meat; offenders against this regulation shall be

punished."26 Art. 8 of the Kukoritsu (Penal Law on Stables and Storehouses)

states that the punishment for killing horses and bovines is one year of penal
servitude. Prohibitions against meat consumption in these edicts could be
connected to some ritual practices showing Daoist and/or Buddhist aversion to

blood sacrifices and meat eating. On the one hand, this seems to be linked to
the emergence of "purity as a distinct politico-religious value", that Herman

Ooms has dated at the end of Tenmu's rule.27 On the other hand, the Buddhist
ethical concern about animals seems particularly evident in some stories of the

Nihon ryöiki (Record of Miraculous Events in Japan, c. 823) set during Shömu's

reign.28 In any case, considering the reason given in Shömu's edict itself regarding

the value in which these two species were held by the ancient Japanese, I

prefer to follow the trend in cultural anthropology whereby the taboo against
eating horsemeat and beef is essentially due to the animals' utility.29

Other than as working animals, the two species are also useful for transportation.30

As already mentioned, the ritsuryö (and the Kyümokuryö in particular)
also regulate official transfers, establishing a very effective system of roads and

post stations, subsequently confirmed and improved by later legislation, in
particular the Engishiki.31 Moreover, horses were also useful in the military
sphere. In fact, in addition to some notes on state horses used also as "war
horses", the Gunböryö (Law on Military Defence) states that "those skilled with
bow and horse shall be allocated to cavalry companies" (art. 2) and that
"packhorses shall be assigned to each campfire" (art. 5).32 Lastly, even if not

25 SNG Vol. 2: 386-387.
26 NS: 418-419.
27 Ooms 2009: 253-266.

28 As shown, for example, in stories 5 and 10 in Book 2 of the Nihon ryöiki. See NR: 65-68,
76-78, 231-232, 237.

29 See, for example Harris 1998. It should be stressed that if an edict prohibits a custom, it may
be assumed that the custom is widespread. Hence, it may also be assumed that prior to the

edict, the meat of equines and bovines was in fact eaten.

30 Oxen were used by the aristocracy.
31 Verschuer 2008.

32 RR: 319-320. Friday 2014: 1-2. On the use of horses in ancient Japanese cavalry, see, in
general, Friday 1992, and Muraoka 1984.
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clearly stated in the Law, horses and bovines were also very common presences
at rituals, ceremonies, shrines (e. g. at Ise), and horseraces (kurabe(m)uma) and

were offered as tributes from provinces.33

Study of the Kyümokuryö could thus be an essential step in reconstructing
the role of horses and cattle in ancient Japan; it may also serve to enrich the

discourse on the instruments put in place by the central government to enhance

and guarantee the state stabilization project.

About this translation

The translation is based on the text of the Kyümokuryö in the critical edition of
the ritsuryö by Inoue Mitsusada's research team and included in the Nihon Shisö
Taikei.34 Much use has been made of historical commentaries such as RGG and

RSG, including several quotations from older commentaries,35 and of historical
dictionaries, such as WMS.

Japanese and Chinese words appear in modernized transcriptions (a modified

Hepburn system for Japanese and pinyin for Chinese) and do not take into
account historical changes to words or Chinese tones. Sino-Japanese historical

terms are sometimes given in both go'on and kan'on variants. However, in the

translation I have avoided Japanese words as far as possible, providing any
specific term or explanation in footnotes, with the exception of units of
measurement, always expressed in their original Sino-Japanese form. Characters are

provided when they constitute a useful argument and for some specific terms.

33 This is more evident in the long lists of rituals provided in Book 47 of the ES, requiring the

presence of horses, but also in many other Heian period sources, from protocol manuals to

court diaries and monogatari. As for the Nara period, there is no such assortment of attestations,

but there are numerous examples in SNG, such as the "black stallions of Kai" used in rituals to

avert drought held at the Niu shrine.

34 Indicated in this article by the acronym RR.

35 In particular: the Koki (Ancient Comment) is an anonymous commentary dating from the

early eighth century; the Ryöshaku (Code Interpretation) is a commentary to the Yörö era

Administrative Code probably compiled in the early years of the Enryaku era (782-806) by

Iyobe no Yakamori (?-?), and it is also recorded in the Honchö höka monjo mokuroku (Catalogue

of Commentaries to Codes in Our Country, 11th C.); the Kekki (or Anaki) was compiled by
unidentified scholar And in the late eighth century; the Shuki (Comments in Red Characters)

dates from the early ninth century and was compiled by an anonymous author who added his

exegesis on the main texts in red characters.
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Translation

The law on stables and pastures

Article 1. At each stable, one groom36 shall be assigned to each high-quality
horse, two medium-quality horses, and three low-quality horses,37 and one
stableboy38 shall be assigned to each horse. Every day high-quality horses

shall be given one shö39 of millet, three shö of rice,40 two shö of beans,41 and

two shaku'*2 of salt43; medium-quality horses shall be given two shö of rice or
beans and one shaku of salt; low-quality horses shall be given one shö of rice.

Five sheaves of hay and two sheaves of tree leaves shall be given to each horse.

(Each sheaf shall measure three shaku in circumference). Moreover, as for fresh

grass, twice the amount of hay shall be given. Hay shall be given from the first
decade of the eleventh month. Fresh grass shall be given from the first decade of

36 Chö (or fei) T. On the staff in Meryö (Bureau for Horses), see Introduction.
37 Horses are classified here into three categories: saime, chüme, and MS tome.

Classifications of horses occur in several sources and both RGG and RSG record several

attestations. In particular, one of the oldest appears to be a passage, quoted by RSG, from the

chapter Xiaguan sima (Summer Offices) in Zhouli (Rites of Zhou, 250 BCE ca.), relating to the

army, where a more detailed classification includes six types of horse: fS,H—

WS—^s iSS—"We distinguish six different classes

of horses: thoroughbred, war horses, elegant horses, road horses, burden horses, and weak
horses" (RSG: 915). In Japan, the high-quality horse is referred to as M£S in WMS, Ch. junma,
Sino-Jp. shunme, whose vernacular equivalent is suguretaru uma ("excellent horse"), quoted
from a gloss in Nihongi shiki (Private Notes on the Annals of Japan, 9th C.). On the other hand,
the WMS uses the same compound for the low-quality horse as the Kyümokuryö: tome, read as

osoki uma ("slow horse") according to the Kangoshö (Notes on Chinese Nouns, early 8th C.)

(WMS: 127). In addition, emphasis on the "good horse" (JlU, Sino-Jp. ryöba) also occurs in the

Nihon shoki (Annals of Japan, 720), where it is called saime, and in some later sources, such as

the Ryöba no san (Eulogy of the Good Horse), by Miyako no Yoshika (834-879).
38 Kakuchö (or kakutei) ffT. In addition to the groom (chö), a stableboy (kakuchö) was

assigned to each horse. According to RSG, the stableboy was in charge of forage and feeding.
39 1 shö is equivalent to approx. 0.59 litres.

40 "Rice" is ine fi, usually meaning "rice on the stalk", not in grains. But RSG confirms that "rice"
is to be understood as "half husked rice", and for this reason a unit of capacity has been used.

41 The character used is S (Jp. marné), meaning "beans"; here they are probably soya beans

given to horses for their protein value. Only cooked (boiled or roasted) soya beans were used as

fodder since raw soya beans contain an enzyme (trypsin inhibitor) harmful to horses.

42 1 shaku is equivalent to approx. 0.0194 litres.
43 Salt is fundamental for horses as it is rich in the trace minerals needed for their cell cycle.
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the fourth month. As for milk cows, two shö of beans and two wa44 of rice shall
be given on milking days.45

Article 2. Work shifts shall be set up for each stable household46 in turns.47

The quantity of grass [to levy] as tax in kind48 is two-hundred sheaves for adult
males, one-hundred sheaves for older males, and fifty sheaves for young males.49

Article 3. Upon receiving a request for oils and medicinal plants useful for

treating state animals' illnesses, the bureau shall assess in advance the necessary

quantity and grant it once every three months.50

Article 4. The heads and clerks51 of pastures shall be appointed from among
honest and strong men of the sixth rank and below, or those who hold merit
ranks. They shall be suited to the duties to be carried out.52

44 A unit of measurement for small sheaves. 1/10 of a soku.

45 On milk cows and the role of milk in ancient Japan, see Introduction.
46 The stable household was known as a meko (or umako) RF. A ko was a "basic social unit",
established under the Koryö (Law on Households), for production, census taking, and tribute
collection. It consisted of one or more families (ke) bound by political-economic interests. The

head of the household (koshu Fi) was responsible for aiding the township and district
officials in census taking, field distribution, and tribute collection. Stable households, coming
under the Bureau for Horses, were responsible for feeding and training horses and were under
the management of a corporation of "horse caretakers" (Umakaibe). On households see Mazzei

1977, from whom I took the expression "basic social unit". See also Dettmer 2010: 28-59;
Yoshie, Ijüin, Piggott 2013.

47 The RSG explains that turns are set up according to age.
48 Chö IS (in Japanese also tsuki or mitsugi) was a craft or produce tax, one of the forms of
tribute-taxation levied only on taxable males (kakö, or kacho) instituted by the ritsuryö codes. It
was generally payable in cloth and the native products of the region in which a man resided.

Tribute in the form of cloth, thread, iron, iron tools, salt, and other local goods was sent to the
Ökurashö (Ministry of Treasure), which was supposed to use the proceeds to provision the

government in the capital and to pay officials' salaries.

49 According to art. 6 of the Law on Households, taxable males were divided into three main

classes, namely, first-class males {seichö IET), i. e. men aged from twenty-one to sixty, second-

class males (jichö tfkT), sixty-one or more years old and first-class males in poor physical
condition, and third-class males (chünan 'TD), namely men aged from seventeen to twenty (in
757 this became eighteen to twenty-one). The amount of taxes the men from these three classes

paid was in a ratio of 4:2:1. See RR: 226; Mazzei 1977: 66; Dettmer 2010: 31-32; Takeuchi 1988:139.

50 I translate kanchiku HT S as "state animals". According RGG and RSG, these are exclusively
the horses of the Bureau for Horses. Commentaries have pointed out that nothing is said about
animals in pastures (maki). The Kekki records that application for pasture animals should be

made to the province, and from the province to the higher level.
51 Clerks {chö H) were secretaries in charge of compiling documents.

52 Under the ritsuryö codes, a system of ranks that paralleled the normal court ranks but
where promotions were based on meritorious performance in military campaigns. See Friday
1992: 66-67.
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Article 5. A head and a clerk shall be assigned to each pasture.53 Moreover,

two herdsmen54 shall be assigned to each herd.55 Each herd shall consist of one
hundred heads of equine or bovine cattle at pasture.56

Article 6. Mares shall be mated from four years of age.57 At five years of age

they shall foal. Heifers shall be mated from three years of age. At four years of
age they shall calve. There shall be sixty newborns per hundred brood females

of both species each year.58 Should a mare be mated and foal at three years of
age, it shall be recorded in a special register.

Article 7. For every two foals or three calves in excess, a reward of twenty
soku59 of rice shall be bestowed upon the two herdsmen.60 A reward of twenty
soku of rice shall be bestowed upon the head and the clerk of the pasture
respectively for every two foals or three calves extra to the minimum quantity
required resulting from the total sum of herds in the pasture over which they
have jurisdiction.61

Article 8. Each year, ten out of a hundred heads of cattle may die in
ordinary conditions.62 In the case of death by epidemic, a comparison shall be

53 According to RGG and RSG, also if there were few heads of cattle, a head and clerk still had

to be assigned.

54 Herdsmen (bokushi IfrrFi were male full-time workers working on a daily basis without
rotation.
55 According to the Shuki, only one herdsman was to be assigned for less than fifty heads of
cattle, but if there were more than sixty animals (more than fifty for the Ryöshaku), both
herdsmen were to be assigned.
56 Commentaries say that foals and calves till the second year of life, as established in art. 10,

namely animals without state marking IT, were not to be counted, but after the second year
they were to be assigned to other herds.

57 Commentaries say that the season had to be spring. Furthermore, mating took place inside
the stables, and the animals were tethered.

58 Commentaries confirm that the number "hundred" does not refer to the herd (consisting of
males and females), but to one hundred brood females (#30, in other words, six newborns per
ten females every year.
59 A unit of measurement for bigger sheaves.

60 Twenty soku of rice was equal to the total sum to be divided between the two herdsmen. The
RGG suggests that if there was a difference in rank between the two herdsmen, the superior was
to receive ten nineteenths of the rice and the subordinate nine nineteenths, but if there was no
difference, the twenty soku of rice were to be divided equally.
61 The salary for the heads and clerks of pastures were calculated based on the ratio between
the total number of newborns and the number of herds. For example, if the head and the clerk
had jurisdiction over two herds of horse, the number of newborns in excess was to be four (two
for each herd, or three in one herd and one in the other). RGG also adds that if one of the two
officials dies, the entire salary shall be assigned to the living one.
62 In the event of loss exceeding the legally established rate, punishments are prescribed
according to the ritsu. More specifically, according to the Kukoritsu (Penal Law on Stables
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made with nearby private pastures. If the death toll is the same, it shall be

declared that the loss is due to the epidemic.63

Article 9. Should any state equines or bovines at pasture be lost, one
hundred days shall be granted to track them down. If, by the end of this period,
the heads of cattle are not recovered, the value of the animal at the moment of
loss shall be assessed and shall be divided into ten parts. Seven parts of this
value shall be required from the herdsmen and three parts from the head and
clerk.64 If the office is vacant or the man in charge dies, only the quota from the

officials currently in office shall be due. If animals from state stables are lost, the
foreman65 of the stable shall be demoted to head of pasture, and the stable-
hands66 to herdsmen. If, after being lost, the heads of cattle are found, what has

been forfeited shall be returned. If an animal dies from negligence [by the

people in charge], it shall be replaced by an animal of the same value.

Article 10. In the ninth month of each year, the governor of the province,
accompanied by the head of the pasture, shall apply to the foals and calves in

pastures that have reached two years of age a marking with the character kan IT.

meaning "official", in the upper part of the left thigh of foals and the upper part
of the right thigh of calves. Then, after marking, the coat colour and age [of each

head of cattle] shall be carefully recorded67 on a document in duplicate: one of

and Storehouses), "in all cases of animals that are put out to pasture, if the [number of] deaths

or losses of animals is excessive or the quota is not fulfilled, the two herdsmen shall be

punished by twenty blows using the light cane for the first animals, increased by one degree

for each further three animals. If the degree reaches one hundred blows with the large stick, it
shall be increased by one degree for each further twenty animals. The maximum punishment is

two years of compulsory penal servitude. Heads and clerks shall be punished according to the

total number of animals". RR: 414-415.

63 In the event of epidemic, the ratio of dead to surviving heads was calculated. The RGG

explains that an epidemic was deemed to exist if the ratio of dead to live animals was the same

in both state and private pastures (for example, fifty dead heads of cattle out of one hundred in
a state pasture and ten heads out of twenty in a private one). The RSG refers to specific decrees

in the event of death by natural causes.

64 In this case too, a proportion based on hierarchy was established: according to the Koki, two

thirds were due from the senior herdsman and one third from his subordinate; two thirds were
due from the head and one third from the clerk.

65 Shüshi

66 Jichö (or shitei) SslT.

67 Animals were registered by coat colour (Ü) and age (tfü). RSG includes a comment

regarding the character used to denote age: "The (Ryö)Shaku says that 'we can determine age
from the state of the teeth. Age is therefore also called 'tooth age". The Koki says the same

thing. In addition, [the Koki] explains that the expression 45fe (literally 'fur colour') is the term
used to refer to the colour of the animal's coat. This is recorded in Ryöshaku. The Shuki says that
'coat colour and age are just a part (of the rule); also the sex (of the species) is recorded'".
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the two copies shall remain at the head office of the province, and the other one

shall be handed over to a messenger68 for delivery to the Council of State.

Article 11. During the first month of each year,69 grazed fields shall be burnt
slowly, starting from one side of the field, in order to spread even grass growth
everywhere.70 This rule shall not be applied to fields in exceptional climatic
conditions71 nor in fields where it is forbidden to light a fire.72

Article 12. It is the duty of herdsmen to mark pasture horses. If herdsmen

alone are not able [to do so], the governor of the province shall assess the

number of extra hands required and shall hire men73 from the locality.

Therefore, as the Ryôshaku too explains, the word for "age" (Sfgi) includes the character #f
"teeth", because horse age can be estimated from teeth growth, an old but nearly forgotten
practice common even in modern societies. The manual explaining how to determine animal

age from teeth is the Qimin yaoshu (Essential Techniques for the Welfare of the People, 544), the

best preserved ancient Chinese agricultural text, written by Northern Wei Dynasty official Jia

Sixie (5th-6th C.) and most certainly also known in Japan. It consists of ninety-two sections in
ten books and provides information on agronomy, horticulture, forestry, sericulture, animal
welfare, veterinary science, and food production. It quotes more than 150 books, most of which
are lost. Section 56 of Book 6 deals with domestic animals, such as horses, cattle, swine, etc. In
addition, several documents on paper or on wooden tablets have the character for "teeth"
followed by a number, indicating the age. Other than coat colour and age, the Shuki quoted by
RSG also requires markings for the sex (ttft) of the animal. Also art. 22 of the Kushikiryö (Law

on Official Documents), on the format for transit passes (kasho), requires the number of horses

or bovines to be recorded, together with their sex, age, and coat colour E

Sjf). For details on establishing age from the teeth, see the critical edition of Qimin yaoshu (Miao
1998: 398). On the reception and circulation of Qimin yaoshu in ancient Japan, see Manieri 2014.

On documents regarding horses and bovines, see Manieri 2012, forthcoming 2019. On the

Kushikiryö, see RR: 365-406; Migliore 2011; Dettmer 2010.

68 The chöshüshi was an agent who carried reports and petitions from the provincial
headquarters to the capital during the Nara and Heian periods. There are four categories of
provincial messengers, known collectively as the yodo no tsukai. See Hérail 1966.

69 Some commentaries add also "by the second month".
70 A quotation from the Kekki adds that from the eleventh month, the horse shall be "raised on
a tether" (tsunagigai S;t»l), i. e. inside the stable and eating hay; from the fourth month, the

horse shall be "raised in freedom" (hanachikai fflcM) eating fresh grass in the open air.
71 RSG explains that these exceptional climatic conditions are the northern territories, which
become warmer later, or the southern territories, which become warmer much earlier.
72 RSG clarifies that these are mountain woods and bamboo groves.
73 Commentaries specify that men are hired by means of irregular forced labour (zöyö $tJ&), i. e.

the labour carried out on public works or miscellaneous work at government offices in a province

upon the orders of the governor of the province. Such labour is regulated by art. 37 of the

Buyakuryö (Law on Taxation and Corvées). The men involved should be hakutei Ö T, ordinary
simple adults without rank or official duties, who can be considered available. See RR: 261.
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Article 13. Horses raised on pastures and deemed suitable for riding shall be

attached to the regiment.74 These horses shall be placed in the care of
conscripted soldiers75 in their home province [who come] from wealthy families

capable of caring for them. They shall be used as packhorses76 or for other

unspecified services.77

Article 14. Post stations shall be established every thirty ri78 along the
various roads.79 In inaccessible fields and in places where there is no water or

grass, post stations shall be established regardless of the distance. Riding
equipment, raincoats, and hats,80 etc., shall be provided according to the
number of horses kept at the post station.

Article 15. A post station head81 shall be appointed for each station. He

shall be selected from among large, skilled households with practical experience

in charge of post roads.82 Once appointed, he shall remain in charge

74 The provincial regiments [gundan SÏHI) were administrative organizations, not standing
garrisons or tactical units. They were constituted of provincial troops and differed in size

because they were made up of one third of the first-class males in the territory under the

jurisdiction of a specific army division. See Friday 1992:13-20.
75 "Conscripts" (heishi Ä±) were enrolled in one of the provincial regiments. One in three

adult males from every household (ko) had to be enrolled in the regiment. Friday 1992: 13-20.

76 For example, they were used to transfer sakimori around the country. These were special

garrison troops drawn from the provincial regiments and stationed in the southwestern frontier

region as border guards.
77 According to the RSG, these horses were therefore to be regarded as "military horses"

(hyöme or heiba ÄJS).
78 One ri was equivalent to approximately 0.54 km.

79 The seven state roads (shichidö), i. e. the seven circuit highways that connect the

provinces to the capital district (Kinai). They are grouped into: "large road", the San'yödö
(running west along the northern side of the Seto Inland Sea), "medium roads", i. e. the

Tökaidö (running east along Japan's Pacific coast) and the Tösandö (northeast through the

Japanese Alps), "small roads", i. e. the Hokurikudö (northeast along the Sea of Japan coast),

the San'indö (west along the Sea of Japan coast), the Nankaidö (south to the Kii Peninsula

and the islands of Awaji and Shikoku), and the Saikaidö (towards Kyüshü, the western
island).
80 "Raincoats" translates U (Ch. suo, Sino-Jp. sa, Jp. mino), denoting the straw used to

produce raincoats. The Koki explains that according to commentaries on the Shijing (Classic

of Poetry, 7th C. BCE), the suo/mino was intended to give protection from the rain, whereas

hats (Ch. Ii, Sino-Jp. ryü, Jp. kasa) were to provide shade from the sun. According to a

note in the Koki, riding equipment was provided by the government, but raincoats and hats

were provided directly by the officers at the station (ekishi 1RT-).

81 Ekichô (IRIS).

82 The "households in charge of post roads" (yakko 1KF) were households whose duty was to look

after the post horses and post ferries at the post stations. The government granted them "post rice

fields" (ekiden IKEB) for sustenance. These were tax-free rice fields (fuyusoden ^fartEEH).
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lifelong. He shall be replaced in the event of death, old age, and illness, or if
his family83 sinks into poverty. Any missing horses and equipment shall be

ascribed to the outgoing official on the day of succession. This rule shall not be

applied in the event of verified plundering raids by savage tribes in the

neighbouring areas and the impossibility of effective measures to deal with
them.

Article 16. There shall be twenty post horses84 for large roads, ten for
medium roads, and five for small roads.85 In less frequented places, the provincial

official shall assess how many animals are to be positioned, without
necessarily adhering to [the terms] of this regulation. The horses shall be

cared for by robust and strong men. A medium to middle-sized household86

shall be responsible for the sustenance of one horse. A missing horse shall be

compensated for by a quantity of rice (produced in the fields belonging to the
station).87 Moreover, each district shall have five relay horses,88 all of which
shall be used as official horses.89 If unavailable, it shall be permitted to replace
them with the use of state goods. These horses shall be assigned to men from

wealthy families, who shall feed them and hold them ready for official transport
purposes.90

Article 17. In stations along watercourses,91 where horses cannot be

assigned, after assessing the intensity of traffic, a maximum of four and a

minimum of two waterborne craft shall be provided. A labourer shall be

assigned for each vehicle. Chiefs of post stations shall be employed under the

same conditions as on mainland roads.

83 "Family" is my translation of ie (W-), meaning a patrilineal stem family. See Mazzei 1977; 58;

Yoshie, Ijüin, Piggott 2013; 367.

84 "Post horses" translates yakume or ekiba (-1RS). See Introduction.
85 For the classification of state roads see Note 79 above.

86 Here, "household" is a term taken from a classification according to economic strength, as

per art. 6 of the Law on Taxation and Corvées, rather than according to the number of working
males belonging to it. Therefore, a medium to middle-sized household (chüchüko) belongs to the

5th rank on a scale of nine. See RR: 253; Dettmer 2010: 97-99.
87 Yakudö or ekitö (IRfl) is the rice harvest from the post station fields (ekiden) produced for

post station expenses.
88 "Relais horses" translates denme or denba ((KU). See Introduction, also for the distinction
between these and yakume.
89 Kanba (iTü).
90 The RSG defines "official transportation" as that of a provincial official moving to his

provincial headquarters, or the transfer of prisoners.
91 A station along watercourses (suieki zKIR) is a horseless station along a watercourse, such as

a river or a canal but not by the sea, as specified in the commentaries.
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Article 18. Post horses and relais horses shall be changed at the next
station, otherwise transit shall not be permitted. This regulation shall not be

applied if horses are not available.92

Article 19. The official horses assigned to the regiments shall be trained by a

designated soldier93 in an area within ten miles of his own village, if he so
wishes.94 Should the horse die for some irrational reason while in the care of the

family, it shall be replaced by another within sixty days. This regulation shall
not be applied if the soldier dies and his family is impoverished and unable to

offer compensation.
Article 20. Provincial officials shall inspect post horses and relais horses

annually. Should the animals be too aged or sick and thus incapable of being
used as transport, they shall be sold. If the price [obtained] is low, [the income
from the sale of the] post horses shall be supplemented with rice produced in the

post station fields; relais horses shall be replaced by official goods.

Article 21. If envoys95 need to use post or relais horses and these are not
available, private horses shall be used. Should these private horses die while
being used by envoys, the government must refund [their value].

Article 22. State officials using relais horses shall have access to all state

goods and provisions according to their rank until they reach their destination.
Provisions shall be furnished every three stations. In arduous mountainous

areas or very remote places, they shall be provided at each station.
Article 23. If beasts [not belonging to official pastures] are found in a district

of any province, all the owners of that district shall be summoned. If the owner is

not found within six months, the horses shall be used as relais horses.96 If a horse

that is found is not used as a relais horse because there is already a surfeit of
horses, it shall be sold, and the monies obtained shall become treasure of state. If
the horse is found in the capital and the owner is not found within six months, the

animal shall be sold direcdy, and the monies obtained shall be sent to the Office

for Stolen Goods.97 In any case, if the owner is subsequently found and ownership
is ascertained, the proprietor shall be reimbursed for the original value.98

92 According to the RGG, in this case the horse could be used for a distance longer than that
between two stations.

93 According to the RSG, the honjü (^±) was a soldier designated to take care of a horse.

94 The RSG states that the area of jurisdiction extends for ten miles in the case of an animal's
death.

95 Küshi or köshi (-Â1É).

96 The Kekki clarifies that "beasts" means "horses". Bovines are to be sold directly.
97 Aganaimono no tsukasa or zöshokushi (BllfW]) is the office of the Gyöbushö (Ministry of
Justice) in charge of stolen goods.

98 Concerning documents relating to this article, see Manieri 2012, forthcoming 2019.
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Article 24. If goods are found, a provincial official must be notified within
five days. If these goods are found within the capital area, and if no owner is

found, they shall be sent to the Capital Offices." If requisition becomes necessary

before the given deadline, the goods shall be put up for sale. If the goods

are found outside the capital, refer to the previous article.

Article 25. Registers of state and private horses and cattle shall be delivered

to a messenger for delivery to the Council of State.

Article 26. Skin, brain,100 horns, and gall bladder101 shall be removed from
dead state animals' remains. Gallstones102 found in the dead bovines shall be

stored separately.
Article 27. Should a handler cause the death of official or private horses or

bovines used for public affairs, compensation shall be awarded if it is evident
that the user is not at fault.103 Skins and flesh shall be sold by the local official,
and the obtained monies shall be received by the official himself. If the beast

dies due to [the handler's] negligence, he shall pay the equivalent value of the

skins and flesh.104

99 The Kyöshiki (gl), Capital Offices, are the two offices - one for the eastern part (Sakyö)

and one for the western part (Ukyö) - which administrate the affairs of the capital, including
household registration (koseki) and the police.
100 The RSG clarifies that "brain" means "equine brain".
101 The RSG clarifies that "bladder" means "bovine bladder". Horses are monogastric organisms

without a gall bladder, whose gall is secreted directly into the small intestine. In RSG, Koki

quotes Zhuangzi (Master Zhuang, circa 4th C. BCE) to explain that the gall bladder could be

defined as "the government of the liver" and related to the White Tiger in the theory of the five

phases. Nevertheless, in some medieval handscrolls dedicated to horse healing, such as the

Anzairyü ba'i emaki (Illustrated Handscroll on Horse Healers of the Anzai School, 1464), the
horse is associated with gorintö theory, which, in the five phases theory, relates horse viscera to
five phases, so the horse too is said to have a gall bladder. See Mitsui 1994: 456-457.
102 Gallstones (or bezoars) are called "cattle yellow" (^Jlt, Ch. niu huang, Sino-Jp. gyükö) and

are pathological concretions. However, when they occur in the gall bladder bile of bovines, they
are regarded as a rare and valuable product with magical healing power to remove toxins from
the human body. Gallstones were first recorded and described in the Shennong bencaojing
(Classic of the Divine Farmer's Materia Medica, 3rd C. BCE), an older text on medical plants
no longer extant but handed down via indirect tradition. In Chinese traditional medicine,
gallstones are used to treat fever, convulsions, sore throats, etc. See Schäfer 1985: 191.

103 Dead animal meat was probably eaten in pre-ritsuryö Japan. The prohibition of consuming
the meat of bovines, horses, dogs, chicken, and monkeys was ordained by sovereigns Tenmu
and Shömu. See the Introduction for more detailed information.
104 The last character in the article PS (Ch. pei, Sino-Jp. be or hai/bai) has the basic meaning of
"compensation". In RGG: 278, an interlinear gloss in Vernacular reads it mite (followed by the

grammatical suffix shimeyo), which is the mizenkei of the verb mitsu (3feo), meaning "satisfying
demands, meeting the requirements". This reading confirms the idea of "compensation".
Therefore, the compound W$n, as also explained by RR: 420, refers to the necessity of
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Article 28. If an official animal becomes fatigued105 during a journey and is

unable to carry on, it shall not be allowed to proceed and shall stop over at the

nearest district or provincial headquarters. Food and care shall be provided.
Grass and medicinal plants shall be provided by the government. On the day of
its recovery, an envoy shall be sent to organize its return to the office106

responsible for the place where it came from. If the animal dies, the office of
that place shall be in charge of the procedures.
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